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A One-act visual theatre play about 

freedom from domestic and family violence 
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UNDER MY BED is supported by ArtsACT and received a 3-tiered development in 2017 with 

supporting partners: Gorman Arts Centre (AGAC), Canberra Youth Theatre 

The following artists were an integral part of the development: 

Dramaturg:  Peter Matheson 

Puppeteers/actors:  Barb Barnett, Catherine Crowley, Catherine Roach 

Mentor/Multi-media designer:  Mic Gruchy 

Lighting design:  PJ Williams 

Sound design and performer:   Kimmo Vennonen 

Puppetry design & fabrication:  Hilary Talbot 

Stage manager/lighting operator: Ethan Hamill 

Photographer and Videographer: Shelly Higgs 

Special thanks:  The Street Theatre  

LOG LINE 

When mother JONI endures verbal and emotional abuse from her husband, she retreats inwardly to 

survive her nightmarish circumstances. When things escalate to physical and intimate violence, and 

she learns of the impact upon her child ALEX, they have no choice but to escape. Will running 

away be enough, or is it only the beginning of their fight for freedom? 

CENTRAL QUESTIONS 

How can we find hope to survive family and domestic violence? 

How does a victim of abuse find courage to navigate their journey to survival? 

What is the cost of freedom? 

To all survivors 
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CHARACTERS and SYMBOLS: 

JONI – always a strong independent woman who wishes to be free and able to raise her daughter with love 

and kindness. Financially and emotionally trapped in an abusive relationship, but JONI has lost confidence 

in little things, but believing strength means to carry the shame on her own. Feeling safest keeping her battle 

a secret from ALEX, JONI’s coping mechanism include day-dreams of escape to freedom. 

JONI is played by an Actor, a Bunraku Puppet and a Shadow Puppet 

ALEX – 4 years old. Daughter to JONI and RAY, she lives with her parents. ALEX is playful when she 

feels safe, but shy and slow in development. “Mum” is the only word she speaks. ALEX seeks comfort in 

her RAGDOLL, whom she whispers to and trusts with all her secrets. 

ALEX is a Bunraku Puppet and a Shadow Puppet. 

RAGDOLL – ALEX’s toy and a symbol of ‘innocence’, but also kindness and ‘knowledge’. 

RAGDOLL gives ALEX courage to share her fears with her Mum, and bravery to take action. 
RAGDOLL is a symbol for JONI. RAGDOLL is a soft toy Puppet manipulated by puppeteers 

RAY –JONI’s partner and ALEX’s Father, he feels deeply the pressure and responsibility to run the perfect 

family. He blames JONI for ALEX’s for trivial faults. Ray’s attitudes, his anxiety and insecurity drive him to 

believe women are the weaker sex and that ‘toughening them up’ is the answer. RAY belittles, controls, 

manipulates and eventually rapes JONI. RAY is a large manipulated Doona/Quilt Puppet, and a Shadow 

Puppet (Sea Monster/Sting Ray) 

LIGHTHOUSE – is a symbol of ‘freedom’. It is literally a beacon of hope and a force of confidence that 

JONI seeks. It represents exposure, truth, justice; what the laws could and should be searching for. 

LIGHTHOUSE uses LED remote light torches, Video Projection and Lighting Design 

BLUE NEONS – working alongside LIGHTHOUSE, these fish-like characters represent ‘support’ such as 

counsellors, rape crisis DV workers, good friends and those who would listen and help. They are caring 

magical beings that support and encourage JONI to find strength to access her flight and fight. 

BLUE NEONS are LED pen lights manipulated by puppeteers 

MASKED FACES - signify law enforcement and potential support, but also ‘judgement’ from an 

ineffective socially flawed system of gender-biased attitudes and opinions from broader society. 

These characters might make for comic relief with gibberish noises and comic grand gestures. Neutral 

White Masks worn by and/or manipulated by puppeteers are recommended. 

STAGING: 

- There are 3 ‘worlds’: In front of a large scrim, behind scrim lit in 3D and behind scrim lit in 2D

- The scrim serves as a backdrop and projectable surface for both 3D scenes (front-lit) and a

shadow puppet play-board for all the 2D Shadow puppetry scenes in silhouette (back-lit). A
water-line defines above from below in shadow puppetry / silhouette (2D) scenes.

- Excepting when a performer is playing a character in silhouette, the puppeteers are not visible in

the 2D shadow puppet scenes

- The puppeteers are visible in the 3D scenes to enhance character relationships.

- Underwater 3D scenes are behind the scrim for effect, or there is Black Light Theatre potential.

- All other scenes are in front of the scrim and projections are mostly lit (if from in front) onto the

screen, set, floor and puppets to enhance the 3D action.

- The Bed is dressed in a large doona, pillows & sheets - manipulated as BEDCOVERS

- To accommodate video projections lighting should mostly be top or side-lit.

- The characters, including the puppets have precedence of focus over the puppeteers/manipulators.

- The final shadow puppet scene has potential to be Black Light Theatre or projected Animation.

*All 3 Performers (2 Puppeteers, 1 Actor/Puppeteer) share roles and assist in each other’s

puppetry but the same 1 actor plays JONI throughout.
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Prologue – JONI (ACTOR) 

Video projection distant ocean, silhouetting action on stage 

Lighthouse beam searches in distance 

SFX of the Beach. Distant waves, laughter, seagulls 

Presence of both RAY and ALEX is suggested by performer playing JONI 

Sunset 

 

JONI stands in silhouette. She looks out towards the ocean. 

VO (JONI): “I was always a good swimmer as a kid. I really wanted to swim way out to sea, 

all on my own, but I was never allowed. I was told that it was too dangerous in the deep 
and that I couldn’t survive out there on my own.” 

 

JONI takes a large breath. 

LIGHTS slowly fade up. 

JONI watches a distant lighthouse flash broadly across the horizon, pulsing visibly every few 

seconds. She counts the interval of time between each light revolution. 

 
Sound of Seagulls cross-fades into a child’s voice (ALEX) calling out. 

VO (ALEX): “Mum!” 

But JONI is miles away, watching the lighthouse and the ocean. 

VO (ALEX): “Mum! Did you find her?” 

JONI looks about suddenly and sees a RAGDOLL toy on the ground and bends to pick it up. 

She is about to leave but turns back again to pause and look to the sea one last time.  

ALEX: “Mum! Dad says we have to go now… Mum!” 

JONI counts the lighthouse intervals. 

 
Sound of Rumbling/crashing of surf waves accelerates and cross-fades into a man’s voice 

VO (RAY): “JONI. JONI! Come on!!” 

JONI reluctantly begins to move. 

As she turns to leave, she jolts to a stop, her head thrust suddenly to the side 

(SFX of a hit) Dropping the ragdoll toy and stumbling back. 

She holds her hand up to her face simulating being struck or slapped. 

 

JONI stands stunned and confused, her hand still to her cheek looking in RAY’s direction, 

as...  

VO (RAY): “I said Come on!” 

JONI, scared, quickly picks up the ragdoll toy and begins to leave as asked. 

VO (ALEX): “Mum?” 

JONI pauses. She quickly hides her face and her worry, hoping ALEX hasn’t noticed. 

JONI looks back to the ocean about to count the interval of time between each light revolution, 

but resumes obediently. 

Putting on a brave face she exits. 

Fade to black 
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Scene 1: IN OUR BED – JONI (ACTOR) and RAY (BEDCOVERS) 

Video projection bedroom window (JONI’s room) 

SFX of Distant Storm intertwined with Snoring sounds 

Evening 

JONI (ACTOR) returns to her bed without disturbing a sleeping RAY. 

She creeps in next to RAY and leans out to set an alarm clock. 

RAY stirs and wakes. 

Distant thunder continues 

RAY teases JONI playfully, taking alarm clock form JONI and placing it to the side. 

But JONI is tired for games and reaches for alarm clock. 

RAY attempts to trade it for some affection. 

JONI smiles but is clearly not interested and eventually rolls over.  

RAY is not happy with this. ‘RAY puts down the alarm clock loudly.  

He continues to provoke JONI. 

VO (ALEX): “Mum?” JONI looks at RAY and goes to leave to attend to ALEX. 

RAY stops her gently but firmly. 

JONI settles back into bed again. 

“Mum…” JONI tries to leave but RAY holds her by her arm.  

JONI glares challengingly at RAY 

“Mum!” JONI resists and tries to break free. 

RAY tightens his grip so JONI’s riles in pain. 

RAY lifts her arm and pins it with her other arm above her head. 

JONI lies on her back on the bed resisting at first then eventually 

complying to avoid any further pain. 

RAY climbs slowly on top of JONI and begins to silently have sex with her. 

JONI submits, listens worriedly to ALEX still calling VO: “Mum? Mum” 

RAY puts his finger (doona corner) to his mouth (central focus of doona) to shush a silent 
JONI, who is a shocked, lies still, enduring RAY’s pleasure and control. 

Thunder and Rain escalate 

Fade out 

Scene 2: UNDER OUR BED – JONI (BUNRAKU) 

Video projection: Ocean (Under Water) and LIGHTHOUSE beam 

SFX of Deep ocean 

JONI (BUNRAKU) sits up in bed and feeling strange, she tries to stand but begins floating. 

She finds she is able to swim and begins to enjoy and play with the sensation. 

Unsure at first of her whereabouts, she recognises the bed and sees RAY in it.  

Scared, she tries to swim away from it, but is pulled down towards RAY and panics. 

JONI sees a LIGHTHOUSE beam in the distance, and with each revolution that passes, JONI feels 

stronger and able to push herself further up and out of the reach of RAY and away from her bed. 

She swims upwards towards the light. 

Fade to… 
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